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You looked up and saw a nightmare: fungi on the underside of your roof have made an ugly stain.
Yes, they can be quite alarming. But the question is: do you need to replace those shingles?

Most people are confused with the concept of roof repair and roof replacement. The former simply
means that a damaged part of the roof needs to be fixed. Roof replacement, on the other hand,
means that an entirely new material is to replace the existing roof; this becomes necessary when
the damage is too serious or extensive for simple repairs. By knowing the nature of common roof
problems, you will have a better idea on whether a repair or replacement is in order.

There are several situations which may adversely affect your roofâ€™s condition, the first being age.
Roofs usually have a life span of 10 to 20 years; once your roof reaches the 20-year mark, itâ€™s
definitely time for a replacement. While some roofs may miraculously reach this stage without
significant damage, most will show signs of considerable deterioration, and thus will need
replacement.

If your roof uses asphalt shingles, they will have a layer of granulesâ€”small particles of crushed granite
that protect the shingles from sunâ€™s harsh rays. Once these granules detach, the shingles become
vulnerable to breakage. If too many shingles demonstrate this problem, itâ€™s probably time for a new
roof.

The presence of tears, cracks, and curling in your roof shingles might also warrant a replacement.
To find out, make a visual inspection of your roof using a pair of binoculars. Look for any evidence
of curling or crackling; even if you find only a few shingles with this problem, you might still need to
replace them. That is why before deciding for a roof repair Fort Lauderdale residents need, do a
regular inspection.

Fungi usually grow on the underside of roofs as they thrive in areas where they are shielded from
direct heat. If they are present, it could be an indication of moisture somewhere in your roof
structure. If the damage is not extensive, you can just hire a roof cleaning service to wash out the
fungi. This kind of roofing Fort Lauderdale residents recommend uses fungicidal chemicals capable
of preventing recurrence.

Because all roofs are bound to age, roof repairs and replacement become necessary at some point.
So if you think your roof needs repair or replacing, consider the providers of roof repair Fort
Lauderdale citizens trust most. You can find out more about the topic on ehow.com.
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